Margaret Beale
Fusing Fabric

1 hour
£12.00
Maximum 9 students
This workshop is full of ideas for using the fine tipped soldering iron on synthetic fabrics. Techniques
covered will include cutting shapes using templates, layering and mark-making. The techniques are
easy to learn straight forward and fun.

Anne Hellyer
Caravan or Camper Van Coaster

1 hour
£13.00
Maximum 9 students
A busy but fun hour, creating a unique fabric coaster to take home and stitch. You will be using a
combination of appliqué, paint, pens, coloured pencils and my hand painted fabrics. There will be a
several designs to choose from. The cost also includes the backing fabric, heat resistant wadding and
bias binding needed to complete the project at home. And you will also learn how to create your own
painted fabrics for future projects

Debby Bird
Golden Glow - Foiling with Free Machining
1 hour
£20.00
Sewing Machine Techniques
Inspired by leaves and botanical shapes we will explore transfer foil techniques and create details with
stitch, creating a small panel. Suitable for all abilities. All the materials will be provided. Machine stitch
with optional free motion stitch .

Debby Bird
Angelina Fibre Butterfly Brooch
1 hour
£20.00
Sewing Machine Techniques
A chance to explore with iridescent Angelina Fibres and create a gorgeous brooch you can wear home
or give as a gift . This technique is quick, easy and inspiring when you are shown how! Some machine
and hand stitch will be involved and optional free machine stitching. Suitable for all abilities. A kit will
be provided withal the materials to create a brooch and some samples.

Karen Platt
Scrap Quilted Coaster
1 hour
£20.00
Sewing Machine Techniques
6 ways with Scrap coasters. Discover different shapes and ways to make coasters using scraps. Any
shape, any size, any scrap. Square, round, triangular and more. Use as coasters, potholders or small
baskets or even make into blocks for a quilt. Learn how to make all alternatives and start one scrap
project on the machine from beginning to hand finishing. Discover which fabrics to use together, the
best techniques and machine stitches and how to finish by hand.

Karen Platt
Quick Landscape Quilt
1 hour
£20.00
Sewing Machine Techniques
Create a simple landscape quilt. A small 12 inch (30cm) square landscape quilt can be completed in one
hour. A simple technique that can be reproduced on any design. Discover how to interpret a landscape
for quilting. Get started with piecing. Understand how different wadding affects the look. Learn how to
combine fabrics for effect and understand how to create distance for visual effect. Find out how to add
embellishments and texture to enhance your quilt. This technique is good for skies, seas, mountains
and fields or landscapes.

Karen Platt
Cathedral Window Quilting with a Difference

1 hour

£20.00

Learn the basics of hand stitched Cathedral Windows Quilting from beginning to finishing one unit. I’ll
show how to use your unit and how to continue working on it. A fascinating technique that has no
wadding (batting). We’ll be using calico for the backing and scraps for the windows.

Karen Platt
Sunflower Quilt Block
1 hour
£20.00
Friday and Saturday only
12 inch (30cm) square sunflower quilt. This quilt can have binding attached to form a wall picture or be
left as a block that forms part of a larger quilt.
The quilt explores the use of different fabrics and decorative machine stitch. Each leaf is slightly
different. Hand dyed fabrics and wadding will be supplied.
Includes design tips, cutting, piecing and assembly.

Lizzie Godden
Introduction to Eco printing and natural dyeing
3 hours
£40.00
Thursday only
Maximum 6 students
Enjoy the exciting process of using plants to dye and print onto fabric and paper. You will take away
dyed and Eco printed pieces of silk, cotton and cartridge paper. You will also have the opportunity to
experiment with some shibori techniques and to dye stitched fabric with natural plant dyes.

Caroline Bell
Printing with Natural Dye Extracts
3 hours
£40.00
Friday only
Maximum 6 students
Using a plant based print paste and natural dye extracts, learn how to create colourful complex designs
on fabric using only stencils and wooden stamp blocks. During the workshop you will learn how to
prepare the fabric for print, how to mix the dye and the print paste and how to get the best out of the
blocks and stencils since we will not be using them in the usual way! Hopefully you will go away with
some samples and the confidence to carry on at home.

Julia Gahagan - Home Grown Textiles
Mini Alpine Village
1 hour
£12.00
With just fabric, glue and scissors you will make a small village scene using shadow applique and
quilting, where a transparent shadow fabric is placed over the work to secure all the small pieces. In
just one hour you will produce a miniature quilt top to take home to complete into little quilt. (Full
instructions provided on quick and easy quilting) This is a fun and easy technique for all levels of
learners.

Julia Gahagan
Mini Seaside Scene
1 hour
£12.00
With just fabric, glue and scissors you will make a small seaside scene using shadow applique and
quilting, where a transparent shadow fabric is placed over the work to secure all the small pieces. in
just one hour you will produce a miniature quilt top to take home to complete into little quilt. (Full
instructions provided on quick and easy quilting) This is a fun and easy technique for all levels of
learners.

Cherrilyn Tyler
Contemporary Hand-stitched Landscapes
1 hour
£15.00
Using photographs printed onto silk, Cherrilyn will guide you to produce an exquisite small embroidery
using basic stitches and hand dyed silk fabrics to give the piece a contemporary look.
Each kit will include the silk image, fabrics and threads to complete your piece. Cherrilyn will help you
with your choices of stitches and fabric placement to make the piece your own.

